
Putin exposes the truth about evil, SATANIC western leaders who PILLAGE the
world and destroy human freedom

Description

In a fiery speech that sets the tone for Russia’s stance against the West’s “Empire of Lies,” Russian
president Vladimir Putin exposes the truth about the evil, satanic leaders of western nations who
pillage the world and cause untold human suffering while mutilating children and silencing truth.

“Western elites not only deny national sovereignty and international law. Their hegemony has
pronounced features of totalitarianism, despotism and apartheid,” he correctly states, pointing out that
it is the United States which unleashed nuclear weapons on civilian populations in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Allied forces also firebombed civilians in Dresden, Germany, during World War II, purely to
achieve terror in the minds of potential future rivals such as Russia.

In his speech — see full transcript here — Putin perfectly describes the Victoria Nuland-class tyrants in
the US State Department and their insatiable desire for total global domination at any cost:

The West is ready to cross every line to preserve the neo-colonial system which allows it to live off the 
world, to plunder it thanks to the domination of the dollar and technology, to collect an actual tribute 
from humanity, to extract its primary source of unearned prosperity, the rent paid to the hegemon. The 
preservation of this annuity is their main, real and absolutely self-serving motivation. This is why total 
de-sovereignisation is in their interest. This explains their aggression towards independent states, 
traditional values and authentic cultures, their attempts to undermine international and integration 
processes, new global currencies and technological development centres they cannot control. It is 
critically important for them to force all countries to surrender their sovereignty to the United States.

Putin understands that Ukraine is merely a proxy for the much larger war being waged by the United
States in an attempt to completely destroy Russia:
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I want to underscore again that their insatiability and determination to preserve their unfettered 
dominance are the real causes of the hybrid war that the collective West is waging against Russia. 
They do not want us to be free; they want us to be a colony. They do not want equal cooperation; they 
want to loot. They do not want to see us a free society, but a mass of soulless slaves.

He also points out that the history of the United States has been one of exploitation, mass murder,
genocide and coercion against the world, all for power and profit:

It is worth reminding the West that it began its colonial policy back in the Middle Ages, followed by the 
worldwide slave trade, the genocide of Indian tribes in America, the plunder of India and Africa, the 
wars of England and France against China, as a result of which it was forced to open its ports to the 
opium trade. What they did was get entire nations hooked on drugs and purposefully exterminated 
entire ethnic groups for the sake of grabbing land and resources, hunting people like animals. This is 
contrary to human nature, truth, freedom and justice.

As millions of Americans face extreme censorship for holding conservative or Christian views — while
Trump supporters rot in DC jails for daring to peacefully protest a rigged election — it is becoming
increasingly obvious to more and more people that the criminal cartel currently occupying 
Washington D.C. is a lawless, cruel and criminally insane gang of power-hungry lunatics who
will stop at nothing to stay in power. Look at the weaponization of the DOJ against the American
people and the transformation of the FBI into Joe Biden’s political intimidation squad. That’s why
Putin’s words ring true with the vast majority of Americans:

Western countries have been saying for centuries that they bring freedom and democracy to other 
nations. Nothing could be further from the truth. Instead of bringing democracy they suppressed and 
exploited, and instead of giving freedom they enslaved and oppressed. The unipolar world is inherently 
anti-democratic and unfree; it is false and hypocritical through and through.

Note that when western leaders claim to be promoting “democracy” they actually mean rigged
elections and one world government.

When Biden speaks, it’s nothing but LIES… when Putin speaks,
it is the TRUTH

Putin truly understands how evil the (illegitimate) leaders of America have become. The American
people share this view, by the way, which is why the people never elected Joe Biden (the 2020 election
was of course stolen and rigged) are about to vote Democrats out of power if we make it to the
midterm elections. As Putin says, America’s leaders are engaged in “pure satanism,” including their
mutilations of children (transgenderism and grooming), tolerance of human trafficking (open borders),
attacks on Christians and conservatives, the building and unleashing of vaccine bioweapons and other
heinous crimes against humanity. As Putin explains:

Let me repeat that the dictatorship of the Western elites targets all societies, including the citizens of 
Western countries themselves. This is a challenge to all. This complete renunciation of what it means 
to be human, the overthrow of faith and traditional values, and the suppression of freedom are coming 
to resemble a “religion in reverse” – pure Satanism. Exposing false messiahs, Jesus Christ said in the 
Sermon on the Mount: “By their fruits ye shall know them.” These poisonous fruits are already obvious 
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to people, and not only in our country but also in all countries, including many people in the West itself.

This is a key biblical quote: “By their fruits ye shall know them.” What are the fruits of the satanic US
regime? Insane transgenderism, child mutilations, abortion murder, fake fiat currency money printing,
censorship, bioweapons, genocide, propaganda, lies, depopulation and more. At this point it is
increasingly obvious that the US regime in power is arguably more evil than China’s communist 
regime, North Korea’s totalitarian regime or even Stalin’s reign of power during the Soviet era.

Pure satanism on display in the illegitimate (criminal) Biden regime:
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Russia will not back down, because they will never surrender
to satanic evil

Americans who bother to read Putin’s speech will be struck by how much truth it contains, in sharp
contrast to the endless stream of vicious lies coming from the White House, the US State Department
and the corporate media. The US has become an Empire of Lies or what Russia’s Medvedev
describes as the “Antichrist civilization” — a kind of satanic cult of death, destruction and deception.

We the People see this with great clarity. It is 100% true. America’s occupying leaders and cultural
institutions — universities, public schools, entertainment, news media, corporations and more — have
all been overrun by Luciferians, pedophiles and Satan worshipers. They are aligned with pure evil, and
they seek total domination over the world by any means necessary, including deception, censorship,
bioweapons, weather weapons, false flag attacks, financial terrorism, psychological terrorism from the
media, genocidal depopulation and more.

Russia sees this, and this is why Russia will not back down from this global war. Because
Russia and Putin realize they are fighting against pure satanism and luciferian demons, they know that
victory against evil is the only path for the survival of Russian civilization (and for the future of human
civilization itself).

Drag Queen Story Time LGBT / demonic indoctrination of children, all celebrated by Leftists and the 
media. If you disagree, you will be labeled a “hate” offender:
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As I point out in today’s podcast, Chinese civilization, Persian civilization and Russian civilization areall
aligning to destroy the satanic West for the simple reason that if the West is allowed to live, planetEarth
will be forever enslaved under the dominion of pure evil, with no sovereign nations left standing
(globalists demand One World Government with total control over all humanity).

This is why Putin is eventually going to take this war nuclear, I believe. It’s not that he has any
desire to deploy nuclear weapons for their own sake, but rather he realizes that the global damage
caused by nuclear fallout is less devastating than the global damage to life, liberty and humanity
caused by the continued existence of Western civilization as it is currently occupied by luciferian
forces. Humanity can never be free until the globalist cabal of criminals, lunatics, pedophiles and
satanists are dismantled and nullified. And Putin realizes that Russia can never be safe as long as the
West maintains its ability to wage war and threaten Russia’s existence. Whether you agree or disagree
with this conclusion, this is, I believe, Putin’s point of view that explains his motivations.

Thus, we Americans stand on the verge of nuclear annihilation not because Putin wants to wage war
with We the People, but rather because Putin realizes the need to destroy the Satanic evil that 
has infested Western governments and institutions.

Here’s an abortion / child murder advocate celebrating the blood and demonism of destroying human 
babies. This is celebrated by nearly all Democrats:
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Putin, in essence, is now Luke Skywalker doing battle with The Empire. Ironically, Mark Hamill — who
played Luke Skywalker in the Star Wars franchise but has become a raging left-wing woketard
propagandist — is now an “ambassador” to raise money for Ukraine, the proxy nation for the Darth
Vader empire that’s run by luciferians. Thus, Mark Hamill has quite literally joined the dark side and is
now aligned with pedophiles, child mutilators and genocidal mass murderers.

Understand that under the control of these satanic globalists, America isn’t the “good guys” in this 
global conflict. Our evil, dishonest leaders are the Darth Vaders of planet Earth, running the “Empire”
of evil and lies, pillaging and extortion all other nations of the world while declaring war against the
American people through depopulation vaccines, engineered food scarcity, extreme drought caused by
weather weapons and the coming financial collapse “great reset” that is right around the corner.

Bottom line? If We the People don’t take America back from the luciferians, Russia will likely 
destroy America with nuclear weapons and we will all die.

Listen to my recent interview with Steve Quayle to understand why Russia will likely strike US cities
and military targets in a first strike launch:
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Thus, we are in a race against time. If We the People can take this country back, make peace with
Russia and purge the satanists from power (it’s easy, since they all have a “D” next to their names), we
might have a shot at repairing the damage already done and returning our world to a path of
abundance and peace.

Listen to my full podcast to learn more details that will blow your mind:

– Warning signs flashing over bank collapse in Europe
– Martin Armstrong warns all the pensions are insolvent
– Blinkin celebrates “huge opportunity” after Nord Stream sabotage
– Germany warns gas may run out this winter
– Why the war in Ukraine escalates to NUCLEAR conflict
– Putin is RIGHT about the West being run by antichrist demons
– The American empire PILLAGES the world and LIES to its own people
– The U.S. has used nuclear weapons against CIVILIAN targets
– Inflation hits 17% in The Netherlands
– Citrus crops devastated by Hurricane Ian
– Goldman Sachs warns about “deindustrialization” of Europe
– HIMARS artillery systems for Ukraine won’t be built for YEARS
– Cell towers across Europe will FAIL this winter as the grid goes down
– Property insurers go bankrupt in Florida

P.S. Today’s interview ended up being 90 minutes in duration so is posted separately at this link on 
Brighteon.com.
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